
INTERMEDIATE WORD LIST

NOUN ADJECTIVE ADVERB AFFIX COLLOCATION

ability                           

inability                         

disability

able                                        

unable                               

disabled 

to have a natural/great ability                                                  to be (un)able to 

do sth                   to be disabled            

absenteeism absent

absenteeism limit                            to have an absenteeism limit                                                                                     

to be absent                            to be absent from school/work               

academy academic a military/police academy                               academic year                                                     

accent

to have an accent                  to speak with an accent                          a 

regional/local accent                     a strong accent                

acceptance

acceptable

unacceptable acceptably

glad to accept / happy 

to accept / be / seem / make stg acceptable

access

accessible                         

inaccessible                   

to have access to sth                           to have easy access to sth                                              

to be (in)accessible    

accommodation to provide/offer accommodation             

accuracy

accurate

inaccurate accurately

absolute/complete accuracy 

to be (in)accurate very/extremely/highly accurate

accusation

achievement achievable 

to be difficult to achieve               great/important achievement                                  

an achievable goal                                                                                                          

action active actively take action

actual actually the actual number                    

addition to make additions to sth                    In addition                          

addiction addictive, addicted be addicted to sth, addiction to, addictive to, highly addictive

admiration                       

admirer admirable 

to admire greatly/really                to be full of admiration                 to feel 

admiration                    great/deep admiration                        to have an admirer                     

great/secret admirer                                                      

adolescent

adoption 

                          

adopted                                  

adoptive

to adopt a child/an animal                                                                                            

an adopted son/daughter                     adoptive parents                                           

adult                               

adulthood 

to be an adult                          a young adult                                   to reach 

adulthood                    during/in adulthood                                               

                                                                      

advertisement 

advert  

to advertise sth widely                      to show an advertisement                          

good/misleading advertisement                         a television/radio advertisement                       

a magazine/newspaper advert                                                                                                                     
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effect effective effectively

to affect greatly / to have an effect on sth  / to have a strong/significant effect   / 

to be/seem effective                                   

agency                                    

agent                            

an advertising agency                travel agency                          real estate 

agency                    a real estate agent                                                                                                   

an FBI agent 

aggression aggressive aggresively

act of aggression aggression by sb against sb/sth 

extreme aggression 

to be/look/seem aggressive 

extremely aggressive aggressive behaviour aggressive marketing/ 

campaign/techniques 

to behave aggressively

agriculture agricultural 

to work in agriculture                    modern/organic agriculture                                 

to depend on agriculture                                      

aid

to ask for aid                           food/medical aid              

give / provide aid                                            

aircraft

airlines

alarm 

alarm clock                  fire/smoke/burglar alarm     

to set/activate an / the alarm                                   

alien

alike alike 

to look alike                                         to be very alike                                                  

to think alike                       

allowance

to allow to do sth                          to have an allowance                     a 

large/small allowance                  a daily/weekly/monthly allowance                                                          

alternative alternatively to have an alternative                   alternative medicine                                 

amazement

amazing                                           

amazed

to be/look/sound amazing                                     to be really amazing                                                                    

to be/look amazed by sth         

amount

the amount of sth                                to pay regular amounts of money to 

sb/sth                         a huge/large/enormous amount of sth                                    

to increase/decrease the amount of sth                                                                                                              

anger angry angrily

to feel anger at/over sth                                                                                                                            

to be angry at/with sb                  to be angry about sth                                      

to look/appear angry                       

anniversary

to celebrate an / our anniversary           first/second etc. anniversary                                       

wedding anniversary                                  

announcement to announce that + sentence                                   to make an announcement                         

annual annually an annual meeting/report                                 

anti-
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apart apart from 

appearance                    

disappearance 

to appear on television       physical appearance                        attractive 

appearance                      

appropriate                          

inappropriate 

appropriately                           

inappropriately                                   to be (in)appropriate                to be (in)appropriate for children                                                     

approval                   

disapproval           

to (dis)approve of sth                               to approve strongly                                        

to need approval                                                                                                  

architecture

architect

argument argumentative

to argue fiercely/ heatedly to argue about/over sth 

to argue with sb 

to argue strongly/ forcefully/ sensibly 

to argue against/for 

a big/violent argument an argument about/ over sth 

an argument with sb /between people

army to have a powerful army               

arrangement arranged

to arrange easily/with difficulty                                    to make arrangements               

arranged marriage                                                                                 

arrival 

to arrive early/late                                                                to arrive at + place                                            

early/late arrival                

to be the first/last to arrive                                       

artificial artifically artificial flowers / light

shame

ashamed                                 

shameless

to be/feel/look ashamed                                                                    to be 

ashamed of sth                    to be deeply/very ashamed                                     

shameless behaviour/lies                                 What a shame!                             

assessment                                

assessor                to assess performance/skills                                             

assignment                reading assignment               to hand out / hand in an assignment                

assumption 

to assume that + sentence                                                to make assumptions 

about sth 

attachment to attach sth to sth                   to open the attachment                                              

attempt attempted

attempt to do stg

attempt at doing stg 

attempted murder/ suicide

attitude

attitude towards sth                 the writer's attitude towards sth  --- have a 

positive / negative attitude          
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attraction 

attractiveness

attractive                              

unattractive                             attractively

to attract attention/interest                     

to feel a strong attraction to/towards sb                       

to be/look attractive                   very/extremely attractive                 

to find sb attractive   

to make sb/sth attractive 

audience

autonomous

average

avoidable                                

unavoidable to avoid sth                              to be (un)avoidable         

awake                                              to be/lie awake 

awkward

to be/look awkward                      very awkward                        an awkward 

question                                          

backwards to walk backwards                      

bacteria bacterial harmful/beneficial bacteria                                   bacterial infections                

baggage baggage allowance                

ban to ban officially                         

bandage to wear/remove a bandage                                    a tight/loose bandage   

barber                                           

bargain to bargain about sth with sb                                                                     

base to base sth on sth                                              to be based on sth

basic basically

basin

basket                             

basketball 

to carry a basket                                   a basket of flowers/fruit                      to 

play/watch basketball                 basketball player/star/team/match                     

battery

to charge a battery                          to be powered by battery               battery  

goes dead                         

beat

to beat badly/violently                     to beat fast/rapidly                       a regular 

beat                             a heart beat                                                

behaviour behavioral

to behave well/properly                       good/bad/(un)acceptable behaviour                                                

behaviour towards sb                                 a badly-behaved child                        

a well-behaved child                                                                       

belief

believable / 

unbelievable

to believe that + sentence                               to believe in sth                                                                   

to have/hold belief                            

belongings personal belongings                      

benefit beneficial 

to have enormous/great benefit                                                                            

to be beneficial to sb/sth             
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bin a rubbish/wastepaper bin                       

biology                            

biologist biological 

biology department                                                                     biological 

weapons                     

bite a mosquito bite 

blame to blame sb for sth                                                                         

blank blank to fill in the blanks                                                                 a blank page                          

bleeding                                      

blood 

to bleed badly                                       to stop bleeding                             to lose 

blood                              

block                                            

blockage                  a block of ice/stone/wood                        

to blow strongly                               

bold to be bold                             

bomb to bomb heavily                                                                            atomic bomb                                     

bottom to be at the bottom of the page                                                          

bow

brand

breast to breast feed                                                

breath 

to breathe in/out                                                                           to take a deep 

breath             to hold your breath                          

brilliance brilliant brilliantly

                      

broadcast   to broadcast live                      a news broadcast                    

bucket a bucket of water                       

budget annual budget                                

building                                    

builder to build a house/wall                           

bully

bullying

to burst into tears/laughter                          

button to button your coat                                

cage a bird cage                                     
calculation                     

miscalculation        

calculator to calculate accurately                 an accurate/exact calculation                                 

canal the Panama Canal                               

cancellation a last-minute cancellation                  

capability capable/incapable have capability be capable of doing something

cash cash a check
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category

categorize into 

put stg into a category

cave a deep/large cave                           to explore a cave                  

ceiling a high/low ceiling                     

ceremony a wedding ceremony

certificate

an exam certificate                

a marriage/death/birth certificate                                     

challenge challenging  to challenge sb                            to be extremely/very challenging                                                

chance 

to have little chance of doing sth                                   

to get a chance to do sth             to give sb a chance to do sth                                          

to do sth by chance                                                          

chaos bring/cause/create/lead to chaos

chapter chapter of a book                       chapter in history                      

to charge money 

charitable

to donate/give money to charity                                 

to live on charity                              a charitable event                                          

cheek                             

circle to draw a circle                        a complete/full circle                      to sit in a circle                                                    

civilisation civilised

ancient/early civilisations 

the end/collapse/decline/ of a civilisation 

civilized society/world

to click on sth                              

clone

cloning

cloth                               

clothes                            

a piece of cloth                           to wear clothes                           to put on/take 

off clothes                                        

cloud cloudy                                                               to be cloudy                              

clue

cognitive cognitively

coin

coincidence an amazing/strange coincidence                                

collar a shirt collar                                 

colleague

colour

coloured                                 

colourful                             

colourless      coloured cloth                               a colourful painting                                       

combination a combination of X and Y                  a perfect/strange combination                                   
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comfort

comfortable/

comforting/

uncomfortable find / get / seek comfort

comment

to comment on/about sth to sb   -- to have/ make a comment                  

a brief/negative/critical comment                                                            a 

comment about/on sth                   

communication communicative                 

to communicate effectively/successfully                to communicate with sb                                              

to have good/effective communication                          communication between 

sb and sb                                                                                                                   

community a community college             

compact

competition              

competitor competitive 

to compete against/with sb/sth                                 to have competition                            

to win/lose a competition                       to be/become competitive                                        

concrete

condition to be in good condition                  

conference to go to a conference               annual/international conference                             

confidence

self-confidence

confident

self-confident

to have/lack/build up/boost confidence 

to have full/total confidence enormous/great confidence 

to acquire/gain/lose/restore confidence 

to be/appear/look confident 

to be very/completely confident

conflict to be in conflict with sth/sb                                                        

confusion

confusing

confused

to easily confuse sb with sb 

to cause/create/result in confusion --- confusion about/over sth 

to be/become/seem confused about sth 

to be/sound/look confusing extremely/highly/slightly confusing

connection                                connection between X and Y                                                        

consideration

considerate                          

inconsiderate                     

to consider/take something seriously        to take something into consideration             

to consider doing sth                                   

constant constantly constantly changing/increasing 

container 

context

contract 

to have a contract                        long-term/short-term contract                                     

permanent contract                                          

contribution

to contribute to sth                     to make a contribution                an 

important/big/major contribution 

convenience                                

inconvenience 

convenient                         

inconvenient                    
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convinced                         

convincing 

to convince that + sentence                                              to convince sb to do 

sth                to be convinced that + sentence                                                               

cookie

cost costly a costly procedure       pay the cost of something           

cotton

cough a bad cough                             cough medicine                        

courage                              

encouragement courageous 

to encourage sb to do sth                                                                to have the 

courage to do sth                                                                                                                   

to need encouragement from sb---to be courageous                                                                                                                                                                   

coverage media coverage                           

criticism                                 

critic            critical critically

to criticize heavily                               to express/make criticism                                        

a theatre/film critic                                                                        

harsh/heavy/serious criticism                                                                                                                                                 

critical thinking

crop to grow/produce crop                        agricultural crop                               

cue

cuisine Mexican cuisine

cure

curable                              

incurable

to cure completely                           to develop/discover cure                  an 

effective cure                         to be (in)curable                           

curiosity curious curiously

to have curiosity                      out of curiosity                                          to be 

curious about sth                            to look curiously                                              

current currently

curriculum

curricular

extracurricular extracurricular activity

cushion soft cushion 

custom 

damage damaging 

to damage badly/seriously/severely                             to cause/do damage                       

great/enormous damage                      to be/become damaging                                                                  

database       data

death dead deadly to die of sth                                     a deadly virus/weapon                                  

deafness deaf                                    to be deaf                                                                                                    

deal

to deal with sth/sb                                to do/make a deal                                a 

good/fair deal                                                              

deduction

to deduce that + sentence                                                 to deduce easily                         

to deduce meaning from context                                                                to 

make a deduction                             a brilliant/logical deduction about sth                                                                                           

deep                                  

shallow a deep cave                                  deep/shallow water                                 
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defence defensive defend against

definition

degree to have a degree in a field                                          Master's degree                                                                  

delete something accidentally/by mistake

delivery

demand demanding                     

to demand that + sentence                                                     a demand for sth                                 

to be demanding                                                                                 

dependence                            

independence   

dependable                        

dependent                             

independent                                                                                                to depend on sth                                             to be dependent on sb                              

destination destination point

destruction destructive

to destroy completely/entirely an attempt--- to destroy sth total/mass destruction 

to cause/lead to/result in destruction 

to be/become very destructive

detail detailed to explain in detail                            

determination determined

to have determination                 to be full of determination                                                                           

to be determined to do sth                                                  

development developmental developmentally

device a useful/electronic/hi-tech device

diagram 

digestion digestive digestive system

digital a digital watch/signal/

director

diabled

disappointment 

disappointing                       

disappointed

to be disappointing/disappointed                                                  to feel 

disappointment over sth                                                                

discount

discovery                                                                              

to discover suddenly                                                   an amazing/big discovery                                                       

to make a discovery                             

disgust                        

disgusting                                      

disgusted                             

to feel/show disgust                      great disgust                      

to be/look/smell/taste disgusting                                       to be/look disgusted                           

dishes to wash the dishes

honesty

honest                                  

dishonest                         to be (dis)honest

dislike 

to (dis)like doing sth                                 to feel/have dislike                            to 

express/show dislike                                                      deep/great dislike                                    
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distance distant 

the distance between X and Y                                            to be within walking 

distance 

to travel/walk/go a

considerable/huge distance

in the far distance

to be/become distant                    

district 

division to divide equally                                                 

document to prepare a document                        an important/key document                                                        

dollar

doubt doubtful                              

doubtfully

doubtless

undoubtedly

to doubt that + sentence                                                                                                                     

to have doubts about sth                                                                    It is 

doubtful that + sentence 

to seriously doubt

to have/express doubt

serious/severe doubt

to be/look/seem doubtful

about sth                                       

downstairs                            

upstairs                     to go downstairs/upstairs                  

draft the first draft                                             

dress casually/smartly      dress somebody       

drought

drowning 

dump

duration

dust                                 

dustbin dusty

economy       

economist

economic                                   

economical economically 

to develop/improve economy                                              to be very 

economical                                  

edition                          

editor a new edition                       the first edition          limited/special edition                                                      

effect

effectiveness

effective

ineffective effectively

to affect greatly/significantly to have a dramatic/ important/ longterm effect 

to check the overall effectiveness of sth to be/seem effective 

highly/very/extremely effective

efficiency

efficient

inefficient efficiently

to enhance/achieve great efficiency 

energy/cost efficiency 

to be/look efficient highly/extremely/really efficient

either
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old                                      

older                                 

elder                        

elderly                    elder brother / sister

electricity                                  

electrician electrical                                                            

                                                  to produce/provide electricity                                                          

electrical appliances/goods                            an electrical engineer                          

electronic 

elegance elegant elegantly 

to have/lack elegance                                                         to be/look elegant                       

to be very/extremely elegant                                                    

emergency emergency exit                          emergency room                                                       

emotion emotional to be/look emotional     

empire

emperor
employment     

unemployment     

employee     

employer unemployed

cause/create unemployment     employ somebody as something         full-time, 

part-time employee 

enabling enable sb / stg to do stg

enemy defeat, destroy, confront, face an enemy

entry

entertainment

entertainer entertaining

to keep sb entertained popular entertainment 

 form of entertainment 

to be extremely entertaining

enthusiasm enthusiastic enthusiastically to be enthusiastic about sth                                              

envelope

equality                          

inequality            

equal                                       

unequal to have equality                          to be/become equal                       

equipment electrical equipment                   

epidemic

era

error to make an error                       

essay to write an essay                       an essay on/about sth                      

establishment

estimation to estimate that + sentence                                     

Euro 

event 

an important event                                          to witness an event                                   

an event occurs/happens                   an event takes place                                         

ex-

exact exactly
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exchange-rate

exhausted/exhausting exhausted students

expansion to expand greatly/rapidly                expansion occurs/takes place                                                                            

expectation /  

expectancy expected life expectancy  / to have expectations                expected result                           

experiment

to carry out/conduct/do an experiment                                   to experiment with 

sth                   

expert 

to be an expert in/on/at sth                                                       

recognized/leading/real expert                                        to take advice/consult 

an expert                                                                               

explosion explosive           an explosive device                          

exploration                        

explorer                     

to carry out exploration                               exploration to take place                               

a great explorer                            

extension to extend arms

facial

factory

a textile factory                                                                                            to set 

up a factory

failure complete failure                             

fair                                                  

unfair fairly

a fair competition                

it is fair to do something                      

fake a fake ID/password/smile/laugh

familiarity

familiar                                  

unfamiliar 

to be (un)familiar with sth  

familiarity with sth

to be/look/seem familiar

to familiarize yourself with

sth 

fascination

fascinating

fascinated

to fasten seat belt                                       

fat

favour

to do sb a favour                            to ask a favour           

to be in favour of something                           

fee university fee                                    registration fee                                  

fever

to have fever                              to suffer from a fever                          high/slight 

fever                                                 

figure to have a good/beautiful  figure                                                                           
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find out about sth, find out that

fire be/get fired, fire somebody from something, fire somebody for something

firm a law firm

flavour to have a salty/sweet/bitter/spicy  flavour 

to float on water                          

flood

flow

focus to focus on sth                    

to fold carefully/neatly                           

fool

to force sb to do sth                                                  

forest to destroy forest                     natural forest                                                                    

forgiveness

to forgive sb for doing sth                                                                            to 

ask/beg for forgiveness                        

format

freedom free

to have freedom                                                                         to be/feel free                                   

to be free to do sth                      

freezing to be/look freezing

frequency frequent frequently to be frequent                                   to be very/extremely frequent                                        

friend                                          

friendship 

friendly                                    

unfriendly                     

to become friends                                                                             to establish 

a friendship                     a close friendship                                                           

a friendly face/smile                           to be friendly to sb                                                                                   

fuel                                      

gas 

function functional

gallery art gallery

garbage                           

garbageman garbage truck                               

gathering                           to gather ideas                          a social gathering                      

generation future generations                       

to get rid of somebody/something     to get rid of stress

get on/along well with somebody

gap a big gap/a huge gap

giant giant a giant spider                                   

global a global problem                               

goal                                     

goalkeeper                      

to have a goal                          to set goals                                                      a 

long-term goal                           the main/major goal                                                                                  

to score a goal
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god / goddess

goods

consumer/electrical/ household/ luxury goods 

to produce/buy goods 

to import/export goods

grade

to grade papers                             to grade carefully                                                                           

exam grade                                           to get good grades                                                        

graph graphic

greeting to greet cheerfully/enthusiastically                    formal/friendly greeting                  

grocery

guest to invite guests                          

habitat

something's natural habitat, damage/destroy a habitat, conserve/protect a 

habitat, loss of habitat, the destruction of a habitat

handicap handicapped

handkerchief

handwriting to have good/poor handwriting                                 

harbour

harm

harmless           

harmful

cause/do harm       to have great/significant/serious harm            harmful effects 

of smoking            

hard hardly

heading

to heal completely/well       

heat to heat up the food                 

heaven

height high a high building/mountain                    

highlight highlights of the match                        

highway

history                              

historian                             historical                                a historical novel                         historical documents                              

hole

household                                              household                              household bills/expenses  household products/goods                                                                                          
human

human being 

humanity

hunger hungry extreme hunger, feel hunger become, get, make sb hungry

hunter

hunting fox, seal, tiger hunt massive, nationwide hunt treasure hunt

hut to build hut                                  
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ideal ideally

to be ideal                                                                    ideal opportunity                         

ideal job                                         

identity                

identification identified / unidentified to identify correctly/falsely                     identity card                                                     

imagination   

imaginative         

imaginary               

to imagine that + sentence                                    to have/show/lack imagination                                             

great/creative imagination                                          to be very/extremely 

imaginative                         imaginary character                                                              

patience                                  

impatience                                  

patient                                     

impatient                                                

patiently                             

impatiently                   

to lose patience                                to have/show patience                                                         

to be (im)patient about sth                                              to wait patiently                                 

income receive income

incredible

correct                                        

incorrect correctly 

to be (in)correct                                                        a (in)correct answer                                                           

to pronounce correctly                         

increase                           

decrease                                                                                                                      

to increase rapidly/sharply                                      to increase greatly                             

to decrease dramatically                                                            a 

huge/enormous increase in sth                  a decrease in sth                                

a sharp/dramatic decrease                                                                               

index

indication

to indicate clearly                            to indicate that + sentence                                       

clear indication                                                                               

individual individual 

industry industrial

important/key/major industry                                             the industrial 

revolution                                                                 

infection 

infectious                  

infected

to be infected with virus                to suffer from/have an infection                                          

a serious/mild infection               an infectious patient                        an infected 

wound/cut                                                                                                             

                     

inference                                   to make/draw inference                        

influence influential

to influence greatly/ adversely                                  to have a good/bad 

influence on sb

great/significant influence 

to influence considerably/ deeply/greatly

to have great/enormous/ significant influence on sth

to be/become deeply/ extremely/ highly influential

to be influential in sth

an influential figure in a field                                                                              

information correct/false information                           

ingredient

injection
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ink to write in ink 

inn

insect a swarm of bees/ants                       

to insert a card                           

installation to install properly                              

institute

interaction interactive to interact with sb

interruption to interrupt impatiently/rudely                       to work without interruption                                                                                   

interval

invention                              

inventor                         

visible                                               

invisible                                           to be visible to the naked eye            

involvement

responsibility                                      

irresponsibility                                 

responsible                                      

irresponsible                             to be responsible for sth                       

issue have an issue

item 

jealousy jealous to cause jealousy                          to be jealous of sb/sth              

joke

to joke about sth                                                                              to make a 

joke

joy joyful joyful news                                 

junior

junior high                                    junior year                                       junior 

football club                       

keen to be keen on sth/Ving        

kick   

to kick hard                                                                                     to give sb a 

kick                   

knitting                          

to knit a jumper                           to do knitting                                    

hand/machine knitting                                                             

knock to knock on the door                           to knock sb down                                 

knowledge

knowledgeable                               

unknown  / known                                                        

to know very well                                  to have great knowledge                                                                                                       

to be knowledgeable about sth                                     

lack

to lack confidence                                                                               lack of 

food/money                                           

lane

to change lane                                                                                 the 

inside/middle/outside lane                                          the fast/slow lane                         

last
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late                                      

later late to be late for work/class/school                                              

layout

leader to lead the way                           a natural/charismatic leader                                      

leaf an oak leaf                                 

leak

lecture                          

lecturer 

a lecture on sth                         to go to/attend a lecture                    an 

interesting/boring lecture                                          a college/university lecturer                                                                                                   

legality

legal

illegal become, be legal challenge, question, assert, recognise legality

leisure leisure

at one's leisure

leisure time

length long

level
                                 

lie                                     

liar                         

to lie about sth                                     to lie to sb                                                                                    

to tell a lie                                  a big/white lie                             to be a good 

liar                                                      

lie

to lie in bed         lie still/awake

lie in /on

likely                                      

unlikely                                    to be (un)likely to do sth                        It's (un)likely that + sentence                             

limit limited

to limit strictly                              maximum/lower limit                     to 

reach/cross the limit                     to be at/above the limit                 to break the 

speed limit                                                                                           limited 

edition 

link a link between X and Y                

local local locally

lock                        to lock the door                          safety locks                             

loose                                                          a loose dress/sweater                 

lorry to drive a lorry                                                                            lorry driver     

loss                                             

loser lost

to lose the keys                        to lose interest in sth                                                

loss of memory/appetite/confidence                                        to get lost                               

low to lower the price/temperature/blood pressure 

luxury luxurious luxuriously to live in luxury

madness mad madly

sheer/absolute madness                                to be mad at/with sb                        

to drive/make sb mad                     to cheer madly                                                                              
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management                   

manager to manage successfully              

manner to have an aggressive/friendly manner         good / bad manners                            

margin to leave a wide margin        

maximum maximum / minimum maximum, minimum amount/number

to measure accurately                

medical

melting, melted melt away

memory memory loss 

to mention that + sentence                                   

metal

method

to use a method                           an effective/good method                             

various methods                          the best method of/for sth                                    

mind the human mind, in somebody's mind

miracle miraculous miraculously miraculous recovery

module modular modular course

morality 

moral                                  

immoral                              immoral behaviour                     

mortality

mortal

immortal mortal injury

most                                           

mostly 

motivation motivated poor, low motivation, lack, lose motivation

movement to move to another room/country                                 

mud to be covered in mud                 a mud hut                                                      

muscle

mystery mysterious mysteriously              an unsolved mystery                             to disappear mysteriously                                                        

narrow a narrow lane/street                      a narrow escape                                             

nasty

nasty weather

nasty language

nasty living conditions

nation                             

nationality

national                                 

international to create a new nation                          to have dual nationality                                                                                                     

nature natural to be natural                            natural beauty                           

naughty

naughty child

naughty jokes

neighbour                               

neighbourhood              

next-door neighbours                          a friendly neighbourhood                      a 

poor/middle-class neighbourhood                                                 
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neither                                    

nor                                 neither X nor Y                              

nest a bird's nest                             

network a rail/road network                   a large network of friends                      

north northern the North Pole                        

note to note carefully                      to leave a note to sb                  a Post-it note                                                   

notice noticeable 

to notice that + sentence                 to take any notice of sb's advice                                      

a noticeable difference                                  

nutrient

nutrition

nutrient

nutritious

obedience                      

disobedience 

obedient                            

disobedient                        an obedient child/dog                          

objective                                                to achieve an objective                                                  

obvious obviously It's obvious that + sentence                                           

occasion occasional occasionally a special occasion                              to meet occasionally                                              

ocean ocean current                      

old-fashioned old-fashioned cloths/furniture                              

opportunity

to have an opportunity                                                              to miss an 

opportunity                        a unique/golden opportunity                                         

optimistic be optimistic about something

oral

oral presentation

oral hygene

ordinary ordinary life                              an ordinary day                         

organic organically

organic food

organic farmic

organism complex organism

organisation

organised                                 

disorganised 

to organise a meeting/wedding                            to organise successfully/badly                       

a large/voluntary organiation                                                          to be very 

organised                                                                                                                         

original originally to have original ideas                                    

outbreak 

an outbreak of flu                     a serious outbreak                                       

outbreak occurs                         

outline the outline of the essay 

overall overall 

package to pack your bags                
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pain painful, painless painfully

a constant/sharp pain 

to experience/feel pain

to suffer from pain 

to be/seem/look painful

to be completely/entirely painless 

to die slowly and painfully

pale to have a pale complexion 

pandemic pandemic

panel panel discussion   

panic

panic

panicky

panic fear

panic buying

to get into a panic

pants

parent parental

foster parents

parental controls

parental advisory

participation                     

participant  to participate in sth                                  

path a garden path                       

peace peaceful peacefully a peaceful protest                     

pedestrian

peer

percent percent 

performance                 

performer to perform successfully                a live performance                               

period 

persuasion persuasive

to persuade sb to do sth                                                                              to be 

persuasive                           

Pessimistic be pessimistic about something 
pesticide

philosophy philosophy of education/religion/science                                                        

pill to take a pill                                   diet/sleeping/vitamin pill               

pin pin code 

plain plain yoghurt                                      

planet

plastic to produce/manufacture plastic                                                   

podcast/podcasting
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poison                               

poisoning poisonous 

to poison sb                                 a strong/deadly poison                                                  

to die from/of poisoning                                                                                                                       

poisonous gas                                                           

pollution to control/reduce pollution             

poverty poor to live in poverty                           

port

portrait

poster cinema/circus poster 

to postpone doing sth                      

pot

a flower pot                                   a pot of coffee/tea                             cooking 

pot                                                    

to pour carefully                           

poverty poor reduce, eliminate poverty extreme, severe, widespread, rural, urban poverty

praise to praise sb for sth                                           

prayer

to pray that + sentence                                   to pray silently/regularly                                   

to say a prayer                             

Precaution to take a precaution against/for something

precise precisely to be precise about sth

prediction predictable 

to predict correctly/successfully                          to make predictions  about sth                                    

to be predictable                                                                      

preference preferable prefer to do something      have/express/show a preference

pregnancy pregnant 

a normal/difficult pregnancy                                pregnancy test                                                                                                                  

to be/become pregnant                                   

presentation         

presenter            to give a presentation                  an interesting/short presentation                                                         

pressure 

to be under pressure                                to put sb under pressure                to 

cope with pressure          to put pressure on somebody                                      

prevention preventable

to prevent accidents/crime                             to prevent sb from doing sth                                                      

a preventable disease                                                                                                 

pride proud proudly to have pride                   to be proud of sb                                  

priest a Catholic priest                            

prime a prime number                               prime minister                                                

prince                                      

princess                             

principal school principal                                basic principal                                                                

print                               

printer                              

prize get, receive, take, accept a prize
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process to go through a process                 a long/slow/difficult process                                   

production                        

product            

mass/annual production                                                                        to buy/sell 

products                       

profit 

profitability profitable     profitably

to profit from sth                                      to earn/make a profit                                  

to be/seem profitable big/small/fat/high profit                                                                              

a profitable business 

to achieve high/low

profitability

a decline/fall in profitability

extremely/highly/very

profitable

to trade profitably

to use time profitably                                                                                                                 

promise

to promise to do sth                                                                         to make a 

promise                                                          to keep/break a promise                                     

pronunciation 

to pronounce correctly                          good/bad pronunciation              correct 

pronunciation        pronunciation exercises                                                       

proper properly a proper meal                           

protection protective

protect against, from 

be protective against, towards protection against, from

protest                              

protester                      

to protest peacefully                                                                                to 

organize protest                                      protest demonstration               

proof proven

to have proof                                concrete/absolute proof     

prove to be innocent, guilty

be proof against stg                                         

to provide sth/sb with sth                   

public public public transport                         th public
publisher                        

publishing        

publication newspaper/book publishing                                                   publishing house                                                    

pull to pull hard                                  

pump a gas/petrol pump                          

punishment 

to punish sb for sth                                                                                       to 

punish severely                                                  heavy punishment                                                

purpose main/primary purpose              to have/lack purpose                            

push to push hard                                       

quality good/high quality                               poor/low quality                                                                           

quantity a vast quantity of sth / in large quantities

quiet quietly to be/become quiet                                          
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quitter to quit + Ving

quite quite easy

rail                                     

railway

rail ticket                             rail disaster                                  rail travel                                     

to travel by rail                                                        

to raise your hand                     to raise children                                                          

rather rather than 

ray ray of light                                        the rays of the sun                 

to reach an agreement 

reaction to react strongly                              to react to sth                                                                                         

realisation to realise that + sentence                    

real                                         

realistic to be real                                    

reasonable                             

unreasonable                  to be reasonable                              to be reasonable to do sth    

receipt

recent recently

reception reception area/desk                         a hotel receptionist                            

recipe

recommendation to make a recommendation about/on sth                                                                 

recycling to recycle paper/waste     

reduction 

to refer to sth                                                     

refusal

refuse to do stg

refusal to do stg

registration                                            to register for class                          to require registration                   
relation                                

relationship           

relative related 

to relate sth to/with sth                          the relation between X and Y                                                                                             

to be related to sth                                                                                           

reminder

remote

removal

replacement

report, reporter a news/weather report                   

to represent well/poorly                                               

republic 

requirement

reservation to make a reservation                           
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respect

respectful/ 

disrespectful                                  

respected                                

to respect deeply/greatly                                                                        to show 

respect for sb                  to have deep/great respect                                                                                                                      

response to respond quickly                       a great response                                               

resource resourceful financial, limited, natural resources

revision to revise notes                       to need a lot of revision                  to do revision                                                          

rhythm slow/fast rhythm                                    

ridiculous ridiculously to be/look/sound ridiculous                                       

rise to rise dramatically/sharply                                       a rise in sth                                                                           

to roll the ball 

roof

root deep/shallow root                           

rose rosy rosy cheeks

royalty royal  the royal family 

rubbish to put the rubbish out                                                                  rubbish bin                                                                  

rug

rule 

to set out rules                               to obey/follow rules                      to break the 

rules                                                          

runner to run fast                                   a fast/good runner                      

salary to pay/earn salary good/high/low salary

saucer

scene                                             

scenery beautiful/breathtaking/spectacular scenery                     

scissors

score high/low score                                   

scratch 

to scratch badly                             to have a scratch                       a scratch 

mark                                  

scream to scream loudly                                                 

screen 

section

It seems that + sentence                      

selfishness selfish selfishly

an act of selfishness / pure selfishness / utter selfishness / be selfish / feel 

selfish / be extremely selfish

sense sensible

to make sense

sensible people

sensible answer

separation separate

series television series                            
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servant                               

service                               

to set the table 

severe severely

severe pain/illness                      severe headache                              severe 

weather conditions                                                to be severely injured                                         

sex opposite sex                                                                                

shadow to make a shadow                            dark shadow 

to shake hands                                

shape

sharpener sharp sharp edge

shave to have a shave 

ship

shortly shortly after/before sth 

shoulder a shoulder to cry  on                           

sign                                 

signature 

signal to give a/the signal                              

significance

significant                                  

insignificant                      significance of, attach  significance to

silly to be/look silly                         

since

sink to sink slowly/fast                           a kitchen/bathroom sink                                                                       

site historical sites                                                             

situated to be situated in/on/by 

skill 

skilled                                  

skillful                 

to have a skill                                                 great/necessary skill                        

to be very skilled at/in sth                                                                                                  

skin skin cancer                                  dark/fair/pale/tanned skin            

slave 

slavery                                            

sleeve to roll your sleeves up                               

smell to have a nice/sweet smell                                       

soap                                

soap opera a bar of soap                                                          

soft softly 

to be/look soft                           a soft pillow                                      to speak 

softly                                                         

solution

to solve a problem                         to solve a mystery/puzzle                 a 

solution to the problem                               
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somehow

speech                                

speaker a brilliant/good speaker                      

species endangered/extinct species

specific specifically a specific example

speed speed limit                                     maximum speed                      

spice spicy to add spice                                    to be/smell/taste spicy                         

spread 

to spread fast/rapidly to encourage/prevent/limit spread 

great/gradual/rapid/slow spread

stage

to go through a stage                      a difficult/critical stage                                                                                           

to be on stage 

statement to state that + sentence      to make a statement about sth                                                          

status to have/acquire status great/high status

stereotype stereotypical popular/common/gender/racial stereotype

stick 

stock stock market

to store information/waste/medicine/food

study

conduct  a study     independent study       study skills    a study of 

environmental pollution

stuff

stupid to be/look stupid                                 

strength have strength/ gain strength

style

sub-

success

successful                           

unsuccessful                 successfully to achieve/have success                to be  successful at/in sth                 

sufferer

suffering

to suffer from sth 

to suffer badly/a lot/greatly 

to cause great/intense/terrible suffering

suicide suicidal to commit suicide

suggestion 

to come up with some suggestions                           to give sb some 

suggestions    to make a suggestion

suitcase to pack a suitcase                               heavy/light suitcase                                  

summary / sum

to write a summary / to sum up / to sum up the main points of sth / to 

summarize / a large/small sum of money / to make a summary
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supply

supplies

supplier

to supply well/adequately 

to keep sb/sth supplied with sth--- a supply of sth 

to bring supplies medical/plentiful supplies big/leading/main/largest supplier

support to support well                                

to suppose that + sentence                            

surface

survival

survivor

to survive well 

to barely/narrowly survive 

to be likely to survive 

survival chances/rate 

a battle/fight/struggle for survival 

survival against sth 

great survivor

the only survivor

symbol

symptom

system

tablet to take sleeping/vitamin tablets                                               

tale to tell a tale

tank a petrol/water tank 

tap tap water                                  to turn a tap on/off                        

task to complete a challenging task 

tax                                            

taxpayer to pay tax                              

tendency to tend to do sth                       to have a tendency to do sth                                                     

term a technical term                                   

theatre theatrical 

theme 

theory

therapy alternative therapy

tissue

paper tissue

healty tissue

thumb

thunder loud thunder                                                                               

tip to leave/give a tip

tool to use tools                                                 

topic

total totally
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tournament a tennis/chess/golf tournament

towel clean/wet towel                       

trade

trading

to trade openly/successfully with sb 

to do/carry out/conduct trade profitable trade 

fair trade

translation                         

translator

to translate correctly                            to translate from one language into 

another language                                                    to do translation                                                                                                

transport                                

transportation to use public transport                         

treat        treatment

treat somebody like/as something badly treated/well treated --  my treat

treat somebody with respect/ contempt/courtesy 

trend trendy                          trendy clothes                             

triangle

tribe tribal a native tribe                                     tribal dress                     

trick to play a trick on sb                        

truck to drive a truck                      a heavy/big truck                                                

trust

trust somebody to do something          put/place your trust in 

somebody/something

tunnel to go into a tunnel           

ugly to be/look very ugly           

underwater an underwater camera                

undergraduate undergraduate degree

underwear

universe universal in the entire/whole universe                                      

necessary                                     

unnecessary necessarily It is necessary to do sth             

pleasure

pleased                                           

pleasant                                

unpleasant

to give/get/take pleasure from sth                                        to be pleased to do 

sth                      to be pleased that + sentence                                     to be 

pleased about sth                     a pleasant day/surprise              an unpleasant 

experience                                                                                                                                                                                 

update

to give an update

weekly update

urbanisation urban urban areas/development                    

vacuum to create/produce vacuum

valley

value valuable   to place value                                  high/low value                                                      

van 

vandal

vandalism
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variety various to vary greatly                                     

vehicle motor vehicle

version

the original version of the film                                                  current/latest 

version                                  

                         

viewer 

to have different views about/on sth                             In my view, + sentence                

TV viewer                                                             

violence violent

to use violence                             great/extreme violence               to be/become 

violent                                 

virus a deadly virus                         to be infected with virus                                             

visual

vowel                            

consonant 

wage

weekly wages                             the minimum wage                     to earn/pay 

wages                                             

wave to wave at sb                                to hear the waves                                     

to weave a carpet

web                                      

website                           spider's web                             to design a website                                                                             

weight 

to weigh carefully                            to be about average height and weight                            

to lose a bit of weight                      

weird to feel/sound weird

wheel                               

wheelchair                       to use a wheelchair                    

wide widely a wide river/road                                  to vary widely                                    

widespread widespread support/ acceptance/criticism

wind strong/terrible wind                    wind to blow                                                 

wish

to wish to do sth / to wish desperately / to have/express a wish / strong/last 

wish

wood wooden a piece of wood                                a wooden chair                      

worldwide worldwide to be sold worldwide

worth to be worth it

wrap 

to wrap tightly                 to wrap in a blanket         

to wrap a present                           

yard

yawn 

zone military/restricted zone
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